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Welcome to our 30th Global GS1 Healthcare Conference

@GS1Healthcare #GS1HCcn
Introduction to the conference charity
Beijing Chunmiao Children’s Aid Foundation,
Beijing United Family Hospital and Clinics (BJU)

25 October 2016
Construction of Chinese children's relief service system with love and specialty

Liu Dong, Chairman, Beijing Chunmiao Children’s Aid Foundation

Beijing 25 October 2016
Institutional profile

Our Work:
Main projects: Little Flower Project, Little Sprout Medical Services Project, and Sunny Rain Services Project.

Our Vision:
Help children to retrieve home, health, happiness and hope.

Our Mission:
Provide children with professional nursing care, foster care, and medical services to ensure them growing up in a positive and loving environment. Our ultimate goal is to guarantee these children be able to live healthy, happy and passionate lives.

Our Values: Professionalism, Respect, Fairness, Joy, and Cooperation
Little Sprout Medical Services Project

Providing comprehensive professional medical services to orphans and impoverished children from 0 to 16 years old with congenital diseases.
Little Flower Project

Providing intensive nursing care for abandoned premature infants and those with other complex medical problems.
Little Tree project

This project creates a healthy, secure and loving environment for orphans and orphans, handicapped children and underprivileged children with congenital disease, with an age range of 3 to 8.

Lingling is a 13 years old girl who love outdoor sketching

Yi is 10 year old, he could not take care of themselves before, now he love labor
Gui Shu was adopted by an American family in the Chunmiao project in October 2015, into the new family environment, and began a new life journey.

Promote the disabled children (4-14 years old) international adoption rate
Promote the disabled children (4-14 years old) international adoption rate

With the help of his family, Gui Shu has become the goalkeeper of the school football team and won the cup for the team.
Every life is worth our heart to protect
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